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INTRODUCTION

••• une technique romanesque ren.voie toujours
a la metaphysique du romancier. La tache du
critique est de degager celle-ci avant
d'apprecier celle-la. l

.Jnasmuch . as narrative voice is an integral part of tech-

nique in the novel, we shall attempt to show how narration

serves to express the main themes in Kamouraska. Indeed,

without close analysis of the characteristics and roles of

each narrative voice within this novel, one can neither

appreciate the creation of the novel, nor its total signifi-

cance on a thematic level. Hence, our purpose here is to

discover the importance of narrative voices for the theme

of Kamouraska.

It is important to realize that one cannot arrive

at any general conclusions about the different types of

narration from a particular study. Thus, a general dis-

cussion of the technique of narrative voices, although

necessary for its recognition in a novel, can only lead to

a superficial understanding of the effects that anyone

type of narrative voice provides. For instance, the reason

for using first person narration in La chute2 differs from

IJean-Paul Sartre, Situations I (Paris 1948), p •. 71.

27\ 1 1-.. __ -I- n -.. """'... _ T .....
n...LJJC=J.. L- '--CUllU;:', J.Ja. chute

1

(Paris 1956).
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that of Le torrent3 , as we shall demonstrate later.

There are essentially three narrative voices, one or

several of which may be used to narrate a story. These

voices correspond to the three personal pronouns, "I", "y ou II

and "he", "shell or "it". The latter, by 'far the most fre-

quently used in the traditional novel, presents the reader

with anex-mrnal view of the characters and situations with-

in a novel. Owing to his privileged position outside of the

action of the novel, this narrator is considered omniscient.

As such, the reader is firmly controlled by the narrator

who is also in complete control of his characters. Any of

Balzac's or Zola's novels illustrates tl1e use of this type

of narrative voice. Let us take L.' assommoir as an example.

In the latter, the reader is told the time of day, the

colours of buildings, the geography of streets, and the

particular characteristics of the individuals within the

novel. As such, the reader~ having been totally alienated

from the character, accepts as truth the dictates of the

third person narrative voice. Thus it is that much of what

happens to Gervaise simply proves her given identity:

On avait tort de lui croire une grosse
volonte, elle etait tres'3 faible, au
contraire; e~le se 1aissait aller ou on

3Anne Hebert, Le torrent (Montr~al 1963) .
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la poussait par crainte de causer de
la peine ~ quelqu 1 un. 4

Hence, from the beginning of the novel, the reader knows

that Gervaise is weak, and that nothing will change this basic

feature; the main character's actions are then predictable.

The problem with this type of narrative voice lies in the

reader's ensuing passivity towards the creation of a work of

art. He is not asked to make any jUdgements on the narrative

world, nor arrive at any conclusions, for the omniscient third

person narrator does all this for him.

Both the traditional and the modern novelist realized

the problems facing them with the use of the omniscient third

person narrative voice, and sought to make narration far more

realistic with regard to the reader. The introduction of an

opinionated narrative voice gives to the narrative world a

dimension of subjectivity. Contrary to the omniscient third

person narrative voice outside the action of the novel, the

opinionated third person narrative voice, by his criticism of

the characters, places himself within the narrative world.

We can again look to L'assommoir for an example of this:

Vrai, on voyait les bedons se gonfler~

mesure. Les dames etaients grosses. lIs 5
petaient dans leur peau, les sacres goinfres:

4 '1 "1' '(' )E~l e Zo a, L assommOlr ParlS 1965 , p. 58.

5
Ibid.., p. 249.
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By describing Gervaise's birthday dinner in this manner, the

narrator is taking a direct stand, and hence is no longer

objective. The effect of this technique can readily be

understood. The reader is left with one manls opinions which,

although they lend realism to a novel obviously created by one

man, he must either accept or reject. Thus, the reader be-

comes involved in the narrative world in so far as he can no

longer sit back and accept the absolute truth of an omniscient

narrative voice; rather, he must seek to justify the comments

of a particular narrative voice by studying patterns of

language or symbolism in the novel. However, even the

opinionated third person narrative voice does create a certain

amount of distance between the reader and the character, for

the perspective of the reader still remains, in part, that of

the narrator.

With the in troduction of the second person narrative

voice within the novel, there arise new aspects of narration

which offset the unreliability of an opinionated third

person narrative voice or even of a first person narrator.

The second person narrative voice tells a character what he

has done, and for this reason, is deemed more reliable; the

character himself may be hiding something from the reader.

Michel Butor justifies his use of this technique in La

modification6 by saying that,

n .... .J- __
DUl..VJ.. , La modification (Paris .. nrn \

J.~oUJ.
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Crest parce quail y a quelqu'un a qui
l'on raconte sa propre histoire,quelque
chose de lui qulil ne connaIt pas, ou
du moins pas encore au niveau du
I angage , qUlil peut y avoir un recit a
la seconde personne, qui sera par conse
quent toujours un recit "didactique".7

In the case of La modification, the second person narrative

voice, the only narrator of the novel, plays the role of the

main character's conscience, and as such, is deemed far

more reliable than narration in either the first or the third

person.

There are definite advantages to the use of first

person narration in a novel. Since the narrator is the

character himself presenting his own story, the traditional

distance between the character and the reader is eliminated.

No longer is there an outside voice controlling the mind of

either the character or the reader, and the latter is forced

to arrive at his own conclusions. An example of the effect

of this technique can be seen in Le torrent by Anne Hebert.

Here, Frangois narrates his own story exclusively for the

reader, and as such, the impact of the former's mind becomes

more acute. for the reader. However, there can arise

problems with an exclusive use of first person narration.

For example, in La chute by Albert Camus, the first person

narrator contradicts himself over and over again (as most

'human beings do) which forces the reader to question the

p. 80.
7Michel Butor; Essais sur Ie roman Iv",.,...; c> , ac:.A'

\... ""' ...... ~ 0 ..1..0 J V ""Z I ,
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credibility of what the narrator says. This, in itself, can

prove very valuable, for the reader must then seek to form

his own opinions concerning those of a realistic character who

is not omniscient.

The problems of unreliability, although realistic,

have been solved by many novelists through the use of several

narrative voices which, only together, form the true person-

ality of the main character. An example of this technique

b f d ' , 1 d' 8can e oun ln a MeXlcan nove , La muerte e Artemlo Cruz

by Carlos Fuentes. We shall outline briefly the effect of

the narrative voices in this novel for it bears close

resemblance to that of Kamouraska. In the former novel, the

first person narrative voice presents the. reality of a dying

man~s mind struggling, by means of his memory and of taped

conversations, to remain alive. Beneath this external

reality lies the subconscious, exteriorized in the second

person narrative voice, and set up as a contradiction of

the first. What follows, then, is a dialectic between two

realities of the same man, and the ensuing victory of the

subconscious. The third person narrative voice forms the

background for the two, and as such, presents the necessary

information about the, main character's past life. To

gether, these three narrative voices form the total picture

SCarlos p'uentes 1 La Inuerte de Artemio Cruz (Mexico
1969) •
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of the main character, Artemio Cruz.

Although for different reasons, the technique of three

narrative voices used to present one character is found in

Kamouraska. Hence, we shall seek to discover the effect of

such a split in narration~ ultimately, narrative technique

is the process by which the theme of the novel is developed.

The novel of the twentieth century is no longer a

purely fictitious history of one man endowed with a fixed

identity and predictable reactions. On the contrary, the

modern novel is a testing ground wherein are suggested

certain aspects of.existence beyond the superficial realities

o£ life. As suc~,new techniques are necessary for the mani

festation of a theme which is no longer stated by an omnis-.

cient narrative voice; but rather, created by narrative

technique and an intelligent reader.

The influence of phenomenology (to be discussed

further in our conclusion) has forced the novelist away from

the illusion of an absolute truth. Since nothing is certain

beyond one man's view of something, the onmiscient third

person narrative voice is far from realistic. In his novel,

La jalousie 9, Alain Robbe-Grillet clearly demonstrates the

principle that nothing is true beyond the personal view of

the husband. As the narrator of the novel, the latter has

9Alain Robbe-Grillet, La jalousie (New York 1963).
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no characteristics, name, nor identity beyond what he

actually sees and how he sees it. Much like a camera lens,

the narrator sees; his vision is divorced from all cultural

significance that man puts an that which surrounds him. In

this manner, Alain Robbe--Grillet places before the eyes of the

reader scenes which are more than just subjective, but also

relative to the position of the narrator. Thus, the reality

(and hence the theme) of the novel is created by the vision

of one man, rather than presented and controlled by the

absolute power of an omniscient third person narrative voice.

It is interesting to note that the critics of

Kamouraska have been most hesitant to discuss the. technique

of the novel. Although tl1eir articles are, for the most part,

short, very little is even said about narrative voices. Just

as in their analyses of Anne Hebert's other works, they tend

to place the entire emphasis of their discussion on symbolism

and on general themes. It seems obvious to us that, if the

novelist purposely creates a series of narrative voices, they

should not be over-looked, since they form an integral part

of the narrative world. In his article, "Kamouraska dIAnne

Hebert", Alain Bo.squet refers only to the use of the first

and third person narrative voices, as a way to "varier la

tonalite du recit".lO Similarly, neither Rejean

lOAlain Bosquet, "Kamouraska dIAnne Hebert ll in Le
Monde (3 octobre 1970), p. 17.
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Robidoux
ll

nor Jean Ethier-Blais12 go beyond their discussion

of theme to analyze the creative process of the narrative

13technique. Albert Le Grand, on the other hand, does

examine, to a certain extent, the structure of time in

Kamauraska but makes no mention of narrative voices. How-

G ' 1 14 d d 'b ' ,ever, raZla Mer er oes escrl e narratlve technlque, but,

by limiting herself to a general view of the three narrative

voices, and by not exami.ning closely the language and roles

of each, she fails to see how they unite with each other to

form an over-all view of the main character. Thus we have
;

decided that, sinc~ the narrative technique of Kamouraska

has not as yet been carefully analyzed, and given its im-

portance in the modern novel, we shall look carefully at

the novelist's technique of_ presentinq the theme of the novel.

Throughout this thesis, we shall refer to Elisabeth's

situation in re-living her past, as a dream. We are aware,

however, that this dream is a mixture of both conscious and

unconscious thoughts, and of moments of hallucination, and

11 .. , . b 'd" k '" ,ReJean Ro 1 oux, Kamoura3 a ln Llvres et auteurs
quebecois, (Montreal 1970), pp. 24-26.

l2Jean Ethier-Blais, "Kamouraska dIAnne Hebert: a
lire avec les yeux de l'ame'" in Le- Devoir (19 septembre 1970).

13
Albert Le Grand, "Kamouraska ou l' a:nge et la bete li

in Etudes fran9aises (mai 1971), pp. 119-143.

14Grazia Merler, "La Realite dans la prose dIAnne
Hebert" in Ecrits du Canadafrangais XXXIII (Montreal 1971),
pp. 46-81.
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that hence, it is not a dream as such. Nevertheless, the

main character is, at this point, divorced from her physical

surroundings, and is for the most part unable to prevent the

visions that occur. Thus, all that happens to Elisabeth's

mind when she is alone in her room, will be referred to as

dream. By this word, we are not referring, as some would

believe, to fantasies of the mind, but rather, to its

importance as a product of the unconscious.

~ . -" -~.

, J. --~ ... ,:. 1."- -- -

'~ - i ~ ',,~:,
i

.' - -' -~ . :. '.:: . - .
".-. ~: ...-.~~_."_.-

"'....... -._.-



Chapter I

THE THIRD PERSON NARRATIVE VOICE

In this chapter we propose to analyze the role of

the third person narrative voice. Traditionally, the use

of this perspective creates distance between the narrator

and the character, and indeed between the character and the

reader, for the third person narrative voice remains out

side the action of the novel and is omniscient. The modern

novel has, for the most part, replaced the traditional third

person narrative voice with one which does not give the

absolute truth and which is often an integral part of the

narrative world. The effect of such a narrative perspective

varies greatly, depending on the novel and hence,one cannot

derive any general theories from a particular novel.

There are two aspects of the third person narrative

voice in Kamouraska. We have, on the one hand, a narrative

voice which seems to be traditional and yet displays- many

characteristics to the contrary, and on the other hand, a

narrative voice within the dream, which is obviously

Elisabeth herself, the first person narrative voice. We

shall analyze both of these aspects to discover the effect

that they have on the theme of Kamouraska.

11
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Let us look now at the third person narrative

voice as it depicts Madame Rolland at her home in Quebec City.

The opening paragraph of the novel presents the reader with

an objective view of Madame Rolland who, due to her husband's

illness, stayed home that summer. Grammatically the

sentences are complete, but the use of the past definite tense

is unique to this paragraph only. We can presume then, that

this is the perspective of a traditional third person narra-

tive voice outside the action of the novel or indeed, that of

an implied author. In the following paragraph (and this also

applies to the remainder of the book where a third person

narrative perspective is used) there is an entirely different

style of narration. The tension portrayed through the

repetition of words, and groups of words, the use of many

infinitives, and the preponderance of incomplete sentences,

is distinct from the detached narrative style of the opening

paragraph. By using the present tense exclusively (except

in its opening and concluding paragraphs) this third person

narrative voice is with Madame Rolland at all times. Indeed,

like a shadow, it sees what she sees and tastes what she

tastes:

Gouter les framboises, manger les petits
pois crus, cioquants comme des perles.
Madame Rolland est a nouveau saine et sauve,
ravie absolument. Un instant! Puis elle
recommen,ce a tourner en rondo

lAnne Hebert, Kamouraska (Paris 1970): p~ 37~
now on we shall refer to this novel as K.)

(From
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The style used here parallels Madame Rolland's tension as

she runs up the stairs to her husband. It is important to

note that there is absolutely no difference in style between

the first and the third person narrative voice. For example,

one has only to compare the words of the third person narra-

tive voice,

Jette des morceaux dans sa jupe qu'elle
releve d'une main. Reprend la "lampe
allumee.Grimpe l'escalier. 2

with those of the first person narrative voice:

Confondre Ie songe avant qu'il ne soit
trop tarde S'ebrouer bien vite dans la
lumiere. 3

Both use incomplete sentences as well as sentences begin-

ning with verbs rather than subjects. The third person

narrative voice describes the door bell after Monsieur Rolland

had rung for Florida:

La sonnette de la po.rte d' entree.
Un coup. Un seul qui reste en
l'air. Inacheve. 4

With the same type of incomplete sentence, the first person

narrative voice describes her children:

Vei1les par des bo.nnes triees sur
Ie volet. A l'abri des parents. 5

Thus, the only difference between these two narrative voices

2
Ibid.", 21.p.

3 Ibid. , 23.p.
4 Ibid. , 21.p.

5 Ibid. , 20.p.
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seerrsto lie in the personal pronoun used; the third person

narrative voice refers to the main character as "Madame

Rolland" or "elle", whereas the first uses "je". Despite

this difference, confusion does arise between these two

narrative voices a~ they alternate with each other:

Monsieur Rolland est furieux. Qu'est ce
qu'elle peut bien faire, cette idiote?
Elisabeth ne sait plus quoi inventer pour
calmer sO.n mari. 6

Who is asking the question in this passage, the first or the

third person narrative voice? The reasons for this similari-

ty in style will be discussed later; at this point it is

necessary to go beyond the style to discover the role of the

third person narrative voice in portraying the main

character.

Besides being omniscient (for it knows exactly what

Madame Rolland is doing at all times), this narrative voice

is also opinionated.' Madame Rolland's two oldest children

are described in the following way:

Chapeau haut de forme, favoris blonds,
beaux jeunes etrangers qu'un premier
mari, brutalement, lui a, un jour semes
dans Ie ventre. 7

Similarly, Madame Rolland is characterized when she is alone

with her husband;

6Ihid., p. 37.

7Ibid ., p. 19.
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II n'y a que cette femme. M. Rolland est
seul livre au pouvoir malefique de sa
femme qui, autrefois a ••• 8

What is more interesting than the opinions of this narrative

perspective is the inability, shown here, to complete the

sentence and state· what she has done. A third person

narrative voice, seemingly outside the action of the novel,

would express a past already hinted at by the first person

narrative voice. However, contrary to the detached style of

the traditional narrative voice, the language of this

narrator gives not only characterization but also portrays

Madame Rolland's tension, as she races downstairs to find

sugar for her husband. Thus we find that as the mental

anguish of the first person narrator grows, so the style

used by the third person narrative voice makes the tension

more obvious.

This leads us to a very important characteristic of

the role of the third person narrator. Although the style

of the third person narrative voice is similar to that of

the first person, the former is limited for the most part

to a physical description of Madame Rolland, as she races

up and down stairs, as she ga~es through the window, as she

reads to Monsieur Rolland, as she leaves to sleep, and as

she wakes periodically in a struggle to rid herself of her

8 .
Ib1d., p. 14.
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dream. Indeed, one would say that all of her actions as a

good wife and mother are portrayed by the third person

narrative voice.

In limiting itself to the visible aspects of Madame'

Rolland, the third person narrative voice uses imagery which

is visual rather than intellectual. For example, the effect

of Monsieur Rolland's question about Aurelie Caron is de-

scribed in this way:

La petite question insidieuse de Jerome
Rolland se glisse au fond. Le silence
referme. Le silence reco~SU a grandes
aiguillees. 9

~Similarly Monsieur Rolland is described as "Une hUltre hors

de sa coquille. 11
10 Grazia Merler justifies this technique

of visual imagery when she says that,

il s'etablit une complicite entre Ie lecteur
et l'auteur, et Ie lecteur ne s'identifie
pas avec l'un ou 1 'autre de deux personnages
o.u avec leur etat d'ame, mais avec Ie detache
ment de cette observation. ll

Madame Rolland is not a character as such but rather a

series of frantic actions visible to those around her and

divorced from her own thoughts. The third person narrative

voice portrays a mask, Madame Rolland, and as such does not

use imagery which would allow the reader to penetrate

Madame Rolland's mind. Rather it uses visual imagery to

9
Ibid., p. 29.

10
Ibid., p. 14.
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mask any real thought which alone the first person narrative

voice relates. Further proof that this narrative voice is

describing only a mask, Madarne Rolland, can be found in a

quotation of the first person narrative voice:

Je dis "je" et je suis une autre. Foulee
aux pieds la defroque de Madame Rolland.
Aux orties Ie corset de Madame Rolland.
Au musee son masque de platre. 12

Clearly the first person narrator views Madame Rolland as a

mask which, because she can throw it away, is totally

divorced from herself. Thus the third person narrative voice is

indeed Madame Rolland, the mask which alone is visible to

those around her..

In describing the main character in her present

situation as a good wife and mother, this narrative voice

refers to her for the most part as Madame Rolland, a name

denoting the respect due to a wife of a lawyer in Quebec

City and the mother of eight healthy children. It is not

surprising that in describing a wife and mother, the ,third

person narrative voice should refer to her as Madame Rolland.

However, on a few occasions, she is referred to as Elisabeth.

Each time that the name Elisabeth is used by the narrator,

the main character seems to have withdrawn partially from

her physical reality in Quebec City. However, this withdrawal

is visible; for instance, it is Elisabeth who closes all the

l2Ibid ., p. 115.
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windows and curtains to protect herself from the world out-

side: it is Elisabeth who sits, far away from her husband,

seemingly absorbed in her own thoughts; Elisabeth, not

Madame Rolland, closes her eyes to dream, and finally, it

is Elisabeth who allows her daughter to arrange her dishevel

led hair. The mask of Madame Rolland is slowly disintegra

ting as she withdraws from her surroundings. No longer the

perfect wife and mother, she is now called Elisabeth. Thus

we see that Madame Rolland is indeed a name and a mask in a

given place: bodily presence but mental absence suggests

another aspect of Madame Rolland, Elisabeth,who, when com

pletely alienated from her physical surroundings, is the

first person narrative voice. Thus, slowly her mask of

Madame Rolland fades away as she falls deeper and deeper

into her dream. The technique of two names suggest to the

reader the distinction between Madame Rolland and Elisabeth,

two aspects of one and the same person.

During Elisabeth's dream, the presence of this third

person narrative voice is rarely felt. At the beginning it

describes Madame Rolland as she wakes but, from the time

that the first person narrator says, "MadaneRolland ri'

existe plus,,,13 until the conclusion of the novel, there is

no third person narration as SUCh. This would lead one to

13 Ibid., p. 100.
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the conclusion (as does the style and imagery of the third

person narrative voice) that this perspective is indeed

Madame Rolland in the strict sense of the word. As we have

demonstrate~ the third person narration describes only

Madame Rolland, "une machine qui s'agite,,,14 as she is seen

ministering to the needs of her husband and children. Her

own thoughts do not form a part of the third person narra-·

tion, and hence of her role as Madame Rolland, but instead

are portrayed by another narrative voice,the first. At

this point one cannot appreciate the reason for this split

between Madame Rolland and the first person narrator, for it

is necessary to analyze the other two points of view and

their relationship to the third person narrative voice.

However, before discussing the first and second

person narrative voices, we propose to study the use of the

third person narration by Elisabeth herself. As we have denion-

strated, the third person narrative voice, or Madame Rolland

as a mask, is clearly separated from the thoughts of

Elisabeth in the first person narrative voice. However, the

latter also employs this technique to produce an effect of

alienation from certain situations of her past:

Cette distance meme qui devrait me
rassurer est pire que tout. Penser a
soi a la troisieme person~e. Feindre
Ie detachement. Ne pas s'identifier
a la jeune mariee, tout habillee de
velours bleu. 15

14"Ibid. , p. 37.

15 Ibid. , p. 71.
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This technique (which she uses over and over again) tends

to diminish the first person narration's credibility. By

narrating some of her past in the third person, Elisabeth

can pretend to have nothing to do with the visions of her

dream. Indeed sbe even judges her dream as, "un roman peu

.... d· f' t 11
16e 1 lan . However the struggle to remain indifferent

to her past is in vain for she continually slips back into

first person narration. For example, she summarizes the

conclusions of her trial in this way:

Le cas d'Elisabeth d'Aulnieres est renvoye
aux assises de septembre. 17

Immediately after this she says;

J'ai tant regarde fondre les glagons18dans la petite fenetre de rna prison.

The use of the third person narrative voice by Elisabeth

is an attempt to mask her true feelings and her fears, and

thus, is like the third person narration of Madame Rolland.

Indeed, this is further proof that the third person narra-

tive voice as such is Elisabeth; she can only view her role

as Madame Rolland in the third person. Certainly both aspects

of third person narration contain visual rather :l:.hEm intelll3ctual

imagery to mask any real thoughts. For example, Elisabeth

refers to herself and her mother-in-law in the third person

16
Ibid. , p. 238.

17.
Ibid. , p. 244.

10
.LO.

Ibid. , p. 244.
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and compares them to

19des noix entrechoquees dans un sac.

What Elisabeth wants us to see are two nuts rather than

two human beings feeling something.

Fhrther examples of specific uses of the third

person narration by Elisabeth will be discussed in Chapter

III, since they point to certain characteristics of

Elisabeth herself, and suggest to the reader the reasons

for the fragmentation of the narration in KambUraska

Thus, the third person narrative Voice which de-

scribes only Madame Rolland, technically separates the mask

from Elisabeth's own thoughts. These thoughts are them-·

selves masked by Elisabeth's use of third person narration.

19Ibid ., p. 245.



Chapter II

THE SECOND PERSON NARRATIVE VOICE

In this chapter we propose to study the effects

of second person narration in Kamouraska. As in the

third person narrative voice, the second person presents

two aspects to the reader. There is a second person

narrative voice as such whose source is not immediately

obvious, and there is the second person narration which

Elisabeth herself uses within the dream. The significance

of this type of narration can only be realized after close

examination of the characteristics displayed by this voice.

, Let us look now at the second person narrative

voice, seemingly outside the action of the novel, to dis~

cover the role that. it plays in addressing certain

characters of Kamoura'ska. Up until the beginning of the

dream, this voice is directed to Monsieur Rolland. At

first, it praises Madame Rolland for being so attentive

to her husband and children:

Quelle 'creature devouee et attentive, une
vraiesainte, monsieur Rolland. Et jolie
avec' 9a, Une princesse. L'age,' Ie malheur
et Ie crimeont passe sur votreepouse
comme de l'eau sur Ie dos d'un canard.
Quelle femme admirable. l

22
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If one examines closely the words used here, one finds a

marked similarity with those used by the first person

narrator, the voice of Elisabeth as she is thinking. She,

too, uses religious imagery to describe herself. For

-example, she compares herself to the Jewish people crossing

the -Red Sea 2 , and to "une pieta sauvage, defiguree par les

larmes.,,3 She also thinks of herself as royalty, in this

case, the Queen of England, whom- she resembles. Her idea

of being untouched like the salamander 4 finds its echo here

in the image of the duck. Again in another passage, we find,
i

~imilarity betweep the second person narrative voice and

.Blisabeth's thoughts. Immediately after she has said to

her husband that she is tired, the second person narrative

voice states:

Monsieur Rolland, votre femme se fatigue. S

Thus, it would seem at this point that the second person

narrative voice represents Elisabeth's desire to convince

her husband of her virtuous existence as Madame Rolland.

However, this voice addressing Monsieur Rolland takes on

another perspective when it describes with great detail

2·Ibid • , p. 8.

3 Ibid. , p. 38.

4 Ibid. , p. 10.-

S Ibid. , p. 16.
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what is actually happening to him:

Un mot de plus, et la provision d'air sera
epuisee dans la cage de votre coeur. Cet
amas de brou:;;sailles dans votre poi trine, ce
petit arbre echevele au l'air circule avec
tant de peine. II ne faut plus Ruiser d'air
dans ce buisson qui devient sec.

This description, along with others which state clearly what

exactly Monsieur Rolland is feeling, could be interpreted as

the voice of Monsieur Rolland himself. On the other hand,

they could point to Madame Rolland's wish that her husband

die. We refute both of these theories on the basis of

Elisabeth's own anguish at the thought of her husband's

approaching death.· As we have demonstrated above, the

~econd person narrative voice tries to convince Monsieur

Rolland of his \\ri fe's virtues. We have proved that this

voice is indeed that of Madame Rolland. When her husband,

by reminding Elisabeth of her past, demonstrates his own

mistrust of her, she in turn must not only try to keep

convince him of how necessary she is to his life. Thus,

rather than a desire for his death, or even Monsieur Rolland's

voice these descriptions of approaching death are an

attempt to reduce Monsieur Rolland to a state of complete

dependency. Without'the medicine, death will occur; with-

out Madame Rolland, he is nothing.

6Ibid ., p. 17.
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This aspect of the narration of Kamouraska provides

us with an insight into the necessity for Madame Rolland to

make her husband believe in her as a devoted wife who alone

can bring him back to life. Her existence as Madame Rolland

depends entirely on Monsieur Rolland, for she herself can

only see Madame Rolland in the third person. Similarly.

Fran90is Perrault in Le torrent exists solely through his

mother whose influence is so great that without her

Fran90is is totally destroyed.

Although we are beginning to see that the three

different narrative voices present three aspects of one and

the same person, we shall continue to discuss them as

.t· different narrative voices, for f as we shall see, each

plays a separate role in the novel. In our concluding

." paragraphs, we· shall attempt to discover the significance of -

this split in narrative voice.

Let us continue then with the second person narra-

tive voice as it appears during Madame Rolland's dream. One

notes its presence up until shortly before Elisabeth says'

that, "Madame Rolland "n'existe plus".7 Thus, just as the

third person narrator disappears completely as the dream

progresses, so, too,.does the second person narrator. One

must not, however, confuse the roles of these two narrative

7Ibid~, p. 100.
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voices. If the third person narrative voice represents a

reality totally divorced from the conscious or unconscious

reality of Elisabeth, the second person narrative voice

represents a desire to keep alive the role of Madame

Rolland. This desire becomes more acute within the dream

as the second person narrative voice addresses Elisabeth as

Madame Rolland in an attempt to keep her from withdrawing

completely into the world of her own thoughts. As we shall

show in the next chapter, the first person narrator has

previously equated innocence with Madame Rolland. Elisabeth's

desire to be innocent in the role of wife and mother neces

sarily conflicts with her desire to dream. Thus, a dialectic

arises between the voice of her desired innocence in Madame

Rolland and the voice of her own thoughts drawing her into

dream. Hence, the second person narrative voice accuses

Madame Rolland of guilt and of leading a double life. The

guil t mentioned here seems to_b~_ m_o_~~n_t:han th~i:. ~ris~ng from

leaving her husband alone, for this voice does indeed

mention her past life and her servant, Aurelie Caron. It

reminds her that there is no point returning to the manor

house at Kamouraska because all has been burnt and replaced

with imaginary roses~ If this voice is indeed that of

Madame Rolland trying to adjust to the image which others

make of her, it is also the voice which, having lost some

of its inhibitions through the dream, presents the
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impossibility of her being: Madame Rolland:

Le coeur souterrain, l'envers de la
douceur, sa doublure violente. Votre
fin visage, Elisabeth d'AulnieresaMince pelure d'ange sur la haine.

Thus, the second person narrative voice portrays the main

character in her conflict between two forces, one pulling

her towards the mask of Madame Rolland, " mince pelure d'ange",

and the other towards, lila haine".

There is, however, another aspect of the second

person narrative voice. We have seen that the second person

narrative voice, discussed above, assumes the role of one

part of Elisabeth, that part of her that struggles to remain

as Madame Rolland. The use of the second person gives

dramatic value to this struggle. However, Elisabeth her-

self uses the second person narrative voice to address other

characters. For example when Elisabeth has read the

quotation from Poesies liturgigues, she reacts to this using

Parle pour toi, Ie fond de ton coeur, a
toi, livre,retourne comme un vieux gant
troue. Ainsi tu n'as jamais cru a mon
innocence. 9

Clearly, this points to a fear of expressing in dialogue

what she really thinks. Similarly she accuses Antoine of

going to a prostitute,lO but says nothing to' him directly.

a
·Ibid. , 91.p.

9
Ibid. , p. 16.

10
Ibid. , 69.p.
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Another aspect of her use of the second person narrative

voice can be found in her description of Nelson. As he is

leaving to kill Antoine, Elisabeth says:

Tu laisses tinter joyeusement les grelots
au col de ton cheval. Tout comme si tu
les av~is toi-meme autour du cou, ces
clochettes exuberantes. ll

She also describes Nelson's childhood using the second

person narrative voice. Similarly, she tries to convince

him of the necessity to kill Antoine.

Antoine Tassy merite la mort
II reclame la mort. Par son
silence meme. Par-son inexplic
able absence. II vous provoque,
COlnme il me provoque. 12

These examples clearly demonstrate Elisabeth's inability to

comnmnicate directly with another person. Rather, she

attempts to relate to George1s mind without recourse to

the normal means of communication. One must recall, how-

ever, that dialogue is a part of the mask of Madame Rolland,

Dialogue is usually the direct revelation of one's thoughts;

as we have seen in our study of the third person narration,

Elisabeth is afraid to reveal what she is thinking. Thus,

Elisabeth uses the second person narrative voice in an

attempt to reveal to George her own thoughts, while at the

11. .
IbJ.d.~ p. 190.

12 . 64IbJ.d., p. 1 .
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same time hiding them from society.

It is also interesting to note that Elisabeth

switches constantly from "tu" to "vous" in addressing

George. When she first meets him, she refers to him as

"vous", which is of course natural, as is the fact that she

addresses him as "tu" when she has become more intimate with

him. However, even when she addresses him as "tu", there are

occasions when "vous" is used. For example, when she is

convincing him that Antoine must die, she uses "vous". Also,

George is referred to as "vous" when Elisabeth tells him to

send Aurelie to Kamouraska:

Ce soir meme, George Nelson,
aux adjurations d'Elisabeth.
a Aurelie et vous l'enverrez
a votre place. 13

,.
vous cederej!:

Vous parlerez'
a Kamouraska

Generally, when Elisabeth is telling George about the murder

that he will commit, she addresses him as "vous". This

automatically creates distance between them, the distance

Jae-t-ween "Eh-e- -ene-whe -i-s n responsib-l-e- -for -the murcter, ana t.118-

innocent one who awaits her lover at Sorel. By using "vous"

Elisabeth can pretend that she has nothing to do with

Antoine's death.

Thus, as in Elisabeth's use of the third person

narrative voice, the 'use of the second person narrative

l3 Ibid ., p. 173.
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voice undermines the credibility of what the first person

narrator says, for it demonstrates Elisabeth's inability

to state directly what she is thinking, and also it shifts

the responsibility for her husband's death to George Nelson.



Chapter III

THE FIRST PERSON NARRATIVE VOICE

In our study of the second and third person

narrative voices, we have arrived at some conclusions con

cerning the main character of Kamouraska. For example,

we know that the third person narrator describes Madame

Rolland, the mask of innocence. This narrative voice is

used tOdistractthe reader from the real thoughts of

Elisabeth contained in the first person narration. We have

also studied the role of the second person narrator which

portrays a woman caught between her desire to dream and

the necessity for her to be Madame Rolland. From

Elisabeth's own use of the second and third person narra

tive voices, we concluded that the first person narrator

is afraid to commit herself to an honest relationship with

another person, and to become a part of her own visions

within the dream.

But what is beneath "Madame Rolland", the exterior

reality portrayed bY,the third person narrative voice and

supported by the second? Where is the real person? The

answer, of course, should lie within the perspective of the

first person narrator. However, the former's lack of

31
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credibility, due to her use of the second and third person

narrative voices, forces us to analyze very carefully what

the first person narrator actually says, and compare this

to her reactions to the visions of the dream. One must

consider the reasons for the different types of narration,

and also, the very interesting use of imagery.

Hence, in this chapter, we propose to study the

first person narrative voice in the light of our knowledge

of Madame Rolland; we shall also analyze the language used

by this narrator, since it seems to portray certain elements

of the unconscious.

Before beginning our study of the first person

narrative voice, Elisabeth, we find it necessary to consider

the first person narration of Monsieur Rolland. Since the

latter type of narration appears only five times in the

novel, Monsieur Rolland's own thoughts do not seem to be of

any consequence to our analysis of the main character.

However, these passages in which Monsieur Rolland is indeed

the first person narrative voice demonstrate the total mis-

trust of Monsieur Rolland for his wife:

II ne faut pas que je boive une seule
gorgee quand elle est la. Non! Rien
quand elle e~t la. Elle me-tuera. l

Indeed one could say that Monsieur Rolland, as a first

person narrator, assumes the voice of society, a society

l~nnA u~~__~ v 1~
....u~ UCJJcJ.. ... , ~., p . .L::>.Other examples are also

found on pages15,22,and 26.
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which pretends to be indifferent despite its cruel condem-

nation of another's actions. It is this judgement by

Monsieur Rolland which forces Madame Rollanc to withdraw

into dream, and (as we shall see) it is the society in which

she lives which forces Elisabeth to withdraw behind the mask

of Madame Rolland.

Let us return now to the first person narration of

Elisabeth. As we have demonstrated, the conscious thoughts

of Madame Rolland are not contained in the third person

narration but rather are portrayed by the character herself

as the first person narrator. Let us look at an example of

the combination of these two perspectives:

Madame Rolland se redresse, refait les
plis de sa jupe, ajuste ses bandeaux.
Va vers la glace, a la rencontre de sa
propre image, comme on va vers Ie secours
Ie plus sur. Mon ame moisie est ailleurs.
Prisonniere, quelque part, loin. 2

Clearly, there is a split in narration to distinguish a

physical reality of Madame Rolland, and a mental reality

formed by her own thoughts. The importance of the mirror

lies in its ability to reflect a mask and hence in its re-

.assurance of the existence of Madame Rolland. By finding

refuge in a mirror, Madame Rolland demonstrates her desire

to portray an image rather than a mind to society. It is

obvious, then, that she fears society because she does not pace her' (wn

2I bid., p. 14.
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thoughts within it. Certainly she feels her own vulnera-

bility in the streets, for she states:

On m'observe. On m'epie. On me suit.
On me serre de pres. On marche derriere
moi. 3

In much the same manner, Fran90is of Le torrent is frighten-

ed into immobility as a result of his mother's constant

surveillance. The outside world becomes for both Fran90is

and Elisabeth the potential destruction of their autonomy

and for this reason,they have no choice but to withdraw from it.

Elisabeth is terrified of the other whom she feels is al-

ways watching her and hence, she takes great precautions in

portraying a certain image, that of Madame Rolland, seen in

the third person narrative voice. However, within the first

person narrative voice, Elisabeth is a subject in her own

mental world rather than an object in the eyes of a society

that she fears. In order to discover what lies beneath this

f-ea~-tanG.inEl.eecl-bene-a--eh-ehe-ma-s-k--of- Mad-amen Ro-l-l and, we

shall examine the language used by Elisabeth to communicate

her past. What she actually thinks and says consciously

must be weighed against the language and type of imagery

that she uses, as well as against the visions of her dream.

This latter aspect of'the first person narrative voice is a

product of the unconscious mind, as we shall demonstrate.

3 Ibid., p. 7.
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Before analyzing the unconscious aspects of the first

person narrative voice, we shall consider briefly what

Elisabeth is consciously saying and feeling. As in the

actual story of Le torrent, the crime committed at Kamouraska

is indeed a real one, for Anne Hebert states this in the sho"rt

preface at the beginning of the novel. By means of the dream,

the main character reconstructs her past which includes the

murder of her first husband. On the pretext that she must

face up to the fact that she is guilty of this murder, she

begins to relive certain parts of her life as Elisabeth

d1Aulnieresand as Madame Tassy. These include moments with

George Nelson, the man whom she loves, and who eventually

goes to Kamouraska to kill Antoine for Elisabeth. We also

learn that Elisabeth spent two months in prison, and that

George left for the united States, never to be heard of

again. However, there is much more to this story, for al-

thQ1.!gh pa.st_Li·L.t~ Er'E~)3el1t_ inthedr~amand fra_u-9"h± willi

imagery and emotion that go far beyond the superficial fact.

The first person narrative voice presents a woman

fully aware of, and indeed sarcastic towards, the artificial-

ity of her role as Madame Rolland. Considering herself an

honest woman, she compares herself to

Une dinde qui marche fascinee'par llidee
qu1elle se fait de son honneur. 4

4Ibid ., p. 9.
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She is equally sarcastic towards her past. How could any-

one accuse her of plotting to kill her first husband?

Amidst the accusations in her past, and the, sham, of her

present, she seems to be searching for love embodied in

someone who has left her and is now in Burlington. How-

ever, it is more than just one man that she wants, for in

her desire to dream, she wishes to,

Regarder tous les hommes dans la rue.
Tous. Un par un. Etre regardee par
eux. Fuir la rue du Parloir. 5

This desire for love and men seems to find its contra-

diction in her preoccupation with innocence and an untouched

body. She says that she has been innocent for eighteen

years since her sex life was a duty from which she derived r

Parfois meme Ie plaisir amer. L'humilia
tion de 'ceplaisir vole a l'amour. 6

This physical pleasure seems to hold no passion and thus,

she can consider herself innocent. The primary purpose

of her sex life as Madame Rolland was to produce children,

a purpose 'which is upheld by the Church. Since there is no

mental commitment involved in the actions of her body, she

can readily compare herself to the image of the salamander,

an animal known to be able to go through fire unharmed.

5 'd 9.Ibl ., p.

6
Ibid. , 10.p.
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The implications of fire will be discussed later. We

also notice that Elisabeth refers to herself only as

"Elisabeth d'Aulnieres" and never as Madame Tassy. The

former name implies purity:

Decliner son nom. Se nommer Elisabeth
d'Aulnieres a jamais. Habiter toute
sa chair intacte comme Ie sang libre et
joyeux. 7

Thus for Elisabeth, innocence is inherent in her childhood,

as well as in her.concept of her conjugal duties towards Monsieur

Rolland. What lies between these two periods in her life

seemsto be ignored in her search for innocence. Since she

places so much emphasis on her purity, one feels certain

that she is trying to cover up feelings of guilt. Albert

Le Grand supports this theory when he says:

La p:mr sui te del' innocericeSn' est
qu'une fuite devant Ie mal.

The evil from which Elisabeth is fleeing can be

l:'eadily un.d~rs1:.0Qd if Ql1~.consider"s_.tb.eima.geryconnected

with fire • We have "already noted Elisabeth's comparison

to the salamander; it becomes obvious, when one thinks of

her attitude "towards sex with Monsieur Rolland, that the

fire "is sex and that she "wishes to remain untouch.ed by

this fire just as the 'salamander does.

Imagery revolving around fire goes hand in hand

7"- ~'"..I:.b~u. ,

Q
~Albert

royaume'~ ,Etudes
p. 24.

p. 23 •

Le Grand, "Anne Hebert: de l~exil au
frangaises Vol.IV, no. 1 (fevrier 1968),
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with the idea of ashes. We shall analyze both of these

concepts to discover their significance for our under-

standing of the first person narrator.

In counting the drops of medecine for her husband,

Elisabeth is careful not to make a mistake, for if she does,

La folie renaltra de ses cendres et je
lui serai a nouveau livree, pieds et
poings lies,fagot bon pour le feu
eternel. 9

The folly mentioned here is that of passion which, if her

husband died, would break through the layers of ashes, which

defend her innocence, and become a source of guilt. The

idea of ashes, a natural result of fire is seen again in

Elisabeth's conception of her two husbands. No longer are

they two distinct people, but rather,

un seul homme renaissant sans cesse de
ses ceridres. Un long serpent unique
se °reformant sans fin dans ses anneaux.
L'homme eternel qui me prerid et m'abandonne
a: mesure. lO

If we recall that the snake is a freudian symbol of the

phallus, it becomes obvious that she sees men only in terms

of their sexuality. Such a concept points to Elisabeth's

basic obsession with the act of making love; to see man

only in terms of his physical use, is to fear him. If she

were not afraid, she would not place so much emphasis on

90' 18Anne Hebert, K., p. .

lOrbid., p. 31.
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sex. Furthermore, she sees each man as coming from the

other's ashes, a word which, in itself, negates all con-

cept of flesh. To perceive man as destroyed by the fire

of passion and reduced to ashes, is to show one's

own fear of destruction by sex. Thus, in repeating the

words of her aunt as the latter testifies on behalf of

Elisabeth, she says,

Elle passerait au coeur du feu sans se
bruleri au plus profond du vice sans
que s'altere son visage. ll

This is exactly what the salamander does, and what Elisa-

beth wishes to do. If she can make love, without being

destroyed by the fire of passion, then she considers her-

self innocent.

We can fUlly realize the symbolic meaning of fire

if we consider the encounter between George Nelson and

Elisabeth.' When the former examines her, upon her return

from Kamouraska, she tries not to allow herself any
-- ---

emotion for fear, "de voir ma vie revenir au galop.,,12

His eyes' are like a "feu terrible ".13 (and hence, are

symbolic of passion), to which she eventually responds by

putting her arms around him. It is this fear of passion

which ultimately makes' her forsake him for the mask of

II!bid., p. 47.

12.Ibid. , p. 109.

13 Ibid. , p. 112.
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innocence as Madame Rolland.

Elisabeth also sees her past life in ashes, for

she fears, during her dream, that by entering her house at

Sorel, the ashes will come alive again, and that once more,

she will be a part of the fire and passion of her youth.

We recall that the second person narrative voice described

the manor house at Kamouraska as being in ruins. Elisabeth

herself sees these ruins changing into life during her

dream. Thus,fire is something that Elisabeth fears, for it

implies life, a life that she has reduced to ashes.

Fire is also symbolic of hell, to which Elisabeth

herself makes several references. We have quoted on page

38 (footnote 9) Elisabeth's fear of becoming a "fagot bon

pour Ie feu eternel." Thus, the fires of hell are a direct

result of sex, and their constant appearance in Elisabeth's

mind deroonstratffiher. guilt. In Les chambres de bois,

love to Catherine:

Tu es Ie diable, Catherine, tu es
lediable. 14

Similarly, Frangois of Le torrent describes Arnica as the

devil:

Arnica est Ie diable, je convie Ie
diable chez moi. lS

14Anne Hebert, Les chambres de bois (Paris 1958),
p. 76.

, l:

~~Anne Hebert, Ope cit., p. 46.
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The reason for this fear of sex, lies in Claudine's

insistence on the power of one's evil instincts.

Immediately after Elisabeth and George Nelson have made

love in the snow, the former says:

Quelqu'up en moi, qui ne peut etre
moi (je suis trop heureuse) pense
tres fort: Nous irons en enfer
tous les trois. 16

At another time, she says:

Ah: quel cri
fera basculer

~. ...et res.lgnee.
Antoine. 17

d'agonie etrange me
en enfer. Consentante
Seduite et tuee par

This passage clearly shows that Elisabeth equates sex and

hell. Thus her preoccupation with innocence and an un-

touched body seems to be a direct result of an underlying

fear of sex. To reduce man and her past life to ashes

is a defence, as is her mask of Madame Rolland, against

her own instincts. As Elisabeth relives. her past in dream,

and as she loses all contact with the second and third

person narrative voices, her unconscious fear of sex comes

to the surface through imagery.

The imagery revolving around light and dark plays

an important role in showing the "extent to which guilt

arises from sexuality. As she slowly sinks into a state

of dream, wherein she says that she will be recognized

l6Anne Hebert, K., p. 137.

17
Ibid., p. 167.
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guilty by all, she struggles against it by remaining in

the light:

Le salut consiste a ne pas manquer sa
sortie au grand jour, a ne pas se
laisser terrasser par Ie r~ve.18

Thus,light and the role of Madame Rolland are a safeguard

against dreams which, according to the second person

narrative voice, portray the "plus creux des t~n~bres",19

the soul. When Elisabeth first sees her house on

Augusta Street, it is immersed in a soft light, which leads

her to believe that she has found the first innocence of

childhood. But when she is about to enter the house, it

becomes very dark. This darkness is also associated with

her desire to ask Aur~lie about boys:

Je passe brusquement du soleil
aveuglant a une sorte de p~nombre

humide, envahissante .. " ;20

Using almost the same language,

l'ctPfLa.gt'L dURIE:~in soleil a_L'_ombre
profonrede la for~t,21

she leaves on her honeymoon with Antoine whom she has

agreed to marry, "dans la nuit de ma chair."22 It is in

this same darkness that shebecomes,"sensible a outrance."23

18Ibid ., p. 23.

19Ibid~", p. 76.

20Ibid ., p. 63.

21Ibid ., p. 71.

22Ibid ., p. 69.
')')

""-'Ibid., p. 71.
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It would seem, at this point, that Elisabeth wishes to

cover in darkness all feeling and instinct; only fear can

provoke such imagery.

All actions and feelings which occur in darkness, are

thus invisible to others. It is interesting to note that,

when Elisabeth has become completely immersed in the

visions of her past, she fears light. Aurelie must remind

her not to cover up her life in darkness:

Les grandes scenes de votre vie s'en
viennent Madame. C'est en pleine
clarte qu'il faut les revivre. 24

Elisabeth.is afraid to reveal to others her own thoughts

and desires; hence, she puts on a mask which alone will be

seen in the light. Anything other than the mask of

innocence must be kept in the dark and invisible to others.

Thus,within the dream,Elisabeth fears light and its

ability to reveal what lies within her mind.

Un long rayon traverse la piece,
Ill'-9.tte~nt_de pLein £o.uet-o-- J-e
suis prise au piege de la lumiere

25a mon tour. Je detourne la tete.

Through the images of light and dark, we can begin to see

that Elisabeth wants to hide both to herself and others

that part of her psyche which is instinct.

24 b'd
~.,

25 ,
Ibld. I

p. 103.

p. 147.
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What lies beneath this light which·portrays the

surface or the mask, is often pictured in terms of the

earth. The quotation from Poesies liturgiques that

Madame Rolland reads to her husband refers to, "Le fond

des coeurs.,,26 ·Memory itself is compared to the work of

fish nets combing the bottom of the sea. Elisabeth

refers to the use by her husband of the name Aurelie Caron,

qulil ecume du fond de lleau croupie comme
une arme rouillee,,27

as a way to kill her. The voice of Justine Latour and

indeed the word "desistement,,28 which she recalls when she

is with Aurelie, are like long roots slowly coming to the

surface of her mind. The memories of her past life,

portrayed as emerging from the bowels of the earth or from

the depths of the sea, demonstrate the great distance be-

tween Elisabeth and her past. Throughout the dream, the

natural defences of Elisabeth's existence are relaxed,

as indeed they are in any dream, with the result that the

hidden aspects of her unconscious thoughts come to the

surface of the earth (to use the imagery of the novel}.

It remains for Elisabeth to relate to nature coloured as

it is with her own past, and in so doing, she ·portrays

26Ibid • , p. 16.

27Ibid . , p. 27.

28Th ; iL _ p • 62..=.:::.=..:::.. ,
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her own inability to face certain aspects 6f her life.

By immersing her own emotions and instincts in darkness,

by hiding them beneath the surface, and hence by re

pressing them, Elizabeth -feels these more acut~~y withifi

the dream as they force themselves upon her. The descrip-

tion that she gives of the countryside where she meets

Antoine for the first time is fraught with sensuous images

but nonetheless detached from her by its lack of verbs:

Les iles. Le bateau a fond plat. Le
bruit des rames dans Ie silence de
l'aube. Les gouttes d'eau qui retem
bent, epaisses et rondes. 29

This fear of committing herself entirely to the

visions of her past, filled as they are with references

to passion and instinct, is clearly seen in Elisabeth's

use of third person narration. As we have demonstrated

in Chapter I, this technique enables Elisabeth to alienate

herself from her own past to such an extent that she
-

pretends that nothing is true. We noted that there were

only certain situations in which she sought to create

distance between herself and an episode of her li.fe. Many

of these are concerned with her sexual life and hence, will

be discussed now, for they clearly point to the problem of

guilt. For example, in describing her fi.rst night of

marriage with Antoine, she refers only to "Ie marie ll and

29 Ibid ., p. 66.
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lila marie~". It is lila mariee" and not Elisabeth who has

just made love with her husband:

Cette fraiche entaille entre ses
cuisses, la mariee regarde avec
effarement ses vetements jetes
dans la chambre ... 30

This situation can also be found in Letorrent by Anne

Hebert. We recall Frangois' words when he and Arnica are

in bed:

J'observe Ie couple etranger en
sa nuit de noces. Je suis
l'invite des noces. 3l

Clearly, this is evidence of a deep fear to commit himself
i
Ito another person in a physical relationship. We also

, notice that Frangois describes Arnica as the devil and that

her arms are like reptiles. The latter characteristic can

be interpreted as a fear of becoming totally engulfed by

Arnica. The source of this fear of destruction through sex

lies in his mother who has made him feel that instincts

-a-reev-i1:

II fautse dompter jusqu'aux as.
On n'a pas idee de "la force
mauvaise qui es"t en nous. 32

Elisabeth, too, fears destruction of her identity through

a sexual act and hence, can only see herself in the third

person when she is making love.

30Ibid . , p. 73.

31 Hebert, cit. , 43.Anne Ope p.

32 Hebert, cit. , 11.Anne Ope p.
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The first person narrative voice in Kamouraska

also uses animal imagery which in itself, portrays this

same fear of instinct, indeed of man's animal nature. We

recall that the men in Elisabeth's life are compared to

one long serpent, and that Elisabeth herself, at the

beginning of the novel, imagines that everyone is looking

at her, "comme une bete curieuse.,,33 Although this ex-

pression is a common one, it is nevertheless significant

within the context of Kamouraska for Elisabeth describes

herself in terms of an animal:

Toutes mes dents, des seins et une
croupe d~re. Dne pouliche de deux
ans. Et grande avec <;ra. Prestance
de vierges indomptees~34

To consider herself in this manner, Elisabeth shows her own

guilt feelings. She also refers to her sleep as "visite

par les demons".35 Again and again she feels the terrify

ing proximity of strange animals in her dreain.' She fears

her h~J.lse at _S~el in_ which_ '-'une ootesauv-age" 3 ~-awai--t--s nRB-:r" •

It is in this house that she will relive her marriage to

Antoine and her love affair with George Nelson; the concept

of a savage animal symbolizes her passionate youth and hence

33 Hebert, K. , 7.Anne p.

34Ibid • , p. 10.

35Ibid. , p. 34.

36Ibid. , p. 51.
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the fear which the latter provokes. When Elisabeth begs

Aurelie for knowledge of boys, there suddenly appears a

little snake in the latter's eyes. Besides being a freudian

symbol, this snake conjures up the impression of demon-like

'reptiles whose very ugliness symbolizes evil. Antoine, too,

is associated with animals. Elis3beth refers to his pre-

occupation with something terrible within him:

Alors qu'on sait tres bien quelle
bete c'est, quelle souris malicieuse~

dans le sac, quel demon triomphant. 31

Again, the idea of demons is attributed by Elisabeth to
i

her husband, a man who clearly lives according to his

instincts. Antoine is not alone in his association with

animals and the devil; Nelson, too, has long pointed teeth

when he begins to plot with Elisabeth the murder of

Antoine. As she waits in Sorel for Nelson to return from

Kamouraska, Elisabeth again sees his long white teeth

_w.hich, "lui _donnent un air- -de- };;)@t--@- sa-'I.l.-va9e-. " 38_ -F-e-a-r -e-f

men and indeed of life as it presents itself in the form

of deep-rooted passion' provokes Elisabeth's visions of

demons or black animals in the society that surrounds her.

However, she, too, becomes a part of this imagery in a

nightmare following'her decision to kill Antoine. She

dreams that she must cry out to bring home a domestic

37Ib i £., p. 86.
':>0

~oIbid., p. 205.
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animal, but instead attracts the most ferocious animals.

In stating,

Je suis une sorciere. Je crie pour
faire sprtir Ie mal ou il se trouve,
chez les betes et les

o
hommes,39

Elisabeth is beginning to see in herself evil that she has

previously seen only in others. The reason for this is

that she is becoming an integral part of the life in the

dream, and fears her actions, stripped as they are from

the protection of a mask. So great is her fear of this
J

life and so great is her guilt that she eventually forsakes

the love of George Nelson. Since Elisabeth cannot see any

manifestation of hllIDan emotion, whether it be love or

hatred, without also seeing black, evil-looking animals,

it is obvious that she considers her love for Nelson as

a greaOt threat to her desired innocence. This love itself

is ch~racterized by an animal, for she says, just prior to

Une chienne en moi se couche.
Gemit doucement. Longtemps hurle
a la mort. 40

Thus, life for Elisabeth d'Aulnieres is seen as

shrouded in darkness, hidden beneath the surface of the

earth, and filled with animals. By attributing these

characteristics to her life, Elisabeth clearly feels that

39Ibid., p. 137.
40

Ibid., p. 213.
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passion and instinct are something to fear and repress'.

Life itself, then, can only be a mask, for all other

aspects of human emotion are alienated from her by their

evil-like nature. Indeed George Nelson's horse, a black,

almost supernatural animal, is symbolic of a life Elisabeth

is unable to attain, just as Perceval represented life to

Frangois in Le torrent. The fact that the animals

mentioned above, are for the most part ferocious or devil-

like, and black gives further evidence of her innate fear

'of evil which is to Elisabeth life itself.

This fear is a direct result of Elisabeth's own

guilt complexes. We have seen that, as she leaves for her

honeymoon, everything is dark to hide her feelings of being

41"sensible a outranc.e." Also, she refuses to see herself

making love with Antoine Tassy. This would seem to point to

a fear of her own bOdy. We have already discussed Elisabeth's

wife whose sexual relationship with her husband is summari

zed as, "nun devoir c'onjugal sans manquer". 42 This

innocence is sustained by the reassuring reflections of a

mirror and by the third person narrative voice.

It is interesting to note, however, that as the

41.
Ibid. , p. 71.

42
Ibid. , p. 10.
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dream progresses, the emphasis turns to bones rather than

flesh. She states that by dreaming,

Le destin collera a mes os.
Je serai reconnue coupable,
a la face du monde. 43

For Monsieur Rolland, she dons a mask of "l'innocence

etalee comme la peau sur les os".44 Another example of

this absence of flesh is in Elisabeth's description of

the bride and groom, herself and Antoine:

Le marie est en bois colorie. 45
La mariee aussi, peinte en bleu.

i
lAs such, Elisabeth wants to see herself and Antoine as

wood, and hence insensitive. Also, the colour blue is

that of the Virgin. The emphasis on bones reminds us

of the poem, "La fillemaigre" by Anne Hebert:

Je suis une £.ille maigre
Et j' ai de bea·ux os.·

J'ai pour eux des soins atteritifs
Et d'etranges pities.

Jeles polis sans cesse.
Comme de ·vieux metaux. 46

Just as this girl· must spend her time in a senseless

polishing of bones, the result of a total negation of the

flesh, so, too, must Elisabeth polish the image of

innocence ·and perceive herself only in terms of bones,

p. 23 •43 b'd.!..2-. ,
44 b'd!..2:-., p. 35.
AI::
.." .... 'Ibid., p. 71-

46Anne. Hebert, "La fille maigre", Le tombeau
des rois lQuebec 1953), p. 33 .
. .. .
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so as to forget the presence of her flesh and instincts.

Thus, the first person narrative voice presents

to the reader the mind of Elisabeth d'Aulnieres divorced

as it is from the mask of Madame Rolland and hence,

divorced from reality. It is a mind whose existence seems

to lie in the quest for innocence and as such, it reveals

the extent to which Elisabeth d'Aulnieres fears a life

which, through symbolic language, is portrayed as evil.

The fact that Elisabeth d'Aulnieres cannot exist as Madame

. Rolland but rather, withdraws into dream, is significant

in itself of a great problem of alienation. In this

chapter. we have discovered a deep-rooted fear of life on

an emotional level, seen in the visions of the dream as

well as in Elisabeth's imagery. In Chapter' IV; we shall

attempt to describe the reason for such fear, and the

source of her alienation.



Chapter IV

THE CAUSES OF GUILT

In this chapter, we propose to study Elisabeth's

guilt as the source of her alienation. The latter,

which is portrayed by the technique of three narrative

voices, leads us to studies made by both Carl Jung and

R,D. Laing, on schizophrenics. The patients whom they

studied have much in common with Madame Rolland and hence,

give us valuable insight into the reasons for the split

in narration to describe one character.

There are two sides to the guilt which faces

Elisabeth as she begins to relive her past. Consciously,

she believes herself to be guilty of being an.accomplice

in the murder of her first husband. In the eyes of
-

society, which includes Monsieur Rolland and the witnesses,

Madame Rolland has committed a crime. However, beneath

the guilt arising from this act, is a mind for whom life

lies far beyond the superficial fact. Indeed, it is this

mind, in all its psychological aspects which presents it~

self unconsciously to the reader through ·imagery and the

language itself. It is not the guilt she feels for having

helped to murder her husband, that threatens Elisabeth's

53
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e~istence, but a very real fear of life and all that this

implies.

What is the cause of the split between Madame

Rolland, as portrayed by the third person narrative voice

. and Elisabeth, as she is revealed by the first person

narration? Why is she so afraid of committing herself,

both body and mind, to a relationship with a man? These

and other questions surrounding the imagery of animals,

darkness, and bones can be answered by examining how

Elisabeth views her own childhood.

In attem~ting to become 'a part ot her own childhood

jat Rue Ceorges, Elisabeth can only see "la petite". She

is not even called Elisabeth, and is unable 'to voice her

own opinions in the 'face 'of judgement from her ~other, the

ser'vants and the aunts. She is deemed a· "petitefille

malfaisante" l and "unevraie sauvage6nne"2 for the simple

can do, as she looks back upon these days, is use the

words of those around 'her to reconstruct her childhood:.

Pas moyen de s'habituer a une bonne que
deja il en surgit une nouvelle. Madame
dlAulnieres change de bonne comme elle
respire. Clest a cause de la petite.
La petite echoit aux domestiques, corps,
et ame. 3

1Anne Hebert, K., p. 51.

2Ibid ., p. 53.
~

'"'Ibid., p. 51.
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Much like Catherine's father in L'e's' chambr'e's' de' hois,

Elisabeth's mother has surrounded herself by a wall of

silence. No communication between parent and child is

possible, with the result that Elisabeth has no choice

but to become what her aunts decide that she should be.

Catherine, too, has no opportunity to live (except in a

dream of a mansion) in the face of having to be the home-

maker. Thus, in an almost cinema-like fashion, the house

of Rue Georges disappears into a fog to make way for the

'aunts' house,' Rue Augusta.

Surrounded by religious obj ects, and thr'ee frus-

trated old aunts, Elisabeth begins an education whose

primary goals are to produce a young lady of good social

and religious upbringing. Here, too, Elisabeth cannot

relate to the child who is making her first holy communion:

une enfant qui est moi meregarde bien
en face, et me sourit. gravement. 4

The fact that Elisabeth cannot become this child, during

her dream, clearly shpws that she was not allowed to

develop her own identity in her aunts' house. The environ-

ment of the latter is the obvious source of Madame Rolland,

the perfect wife and mother. One has only to compare

Elisabeth as portrayed by her aunts at the trial, to the

description of Madame Rolland by the third person narrative

4Ibid'i p. 58.
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voice. Luce-Gertrude Lanouette says of Elisabeth:

Elevee dans les meilleurs principes de
la religion et des familIes bien neas,
ladite Elisabeth d'Aulnieres demeure
au-dessus de tout blame et de tout
reproche. 5

Elisabeth herself states her aunts' attitude towards her

in this way:

Elle passerait au coeur du feu sans
se bruler. 6

Clearly, this is the source of Elisabeth's own belief in

the image of the salamander. Elisabeth's life with her

jaunts excludes the normal experiences of a child as an
i

!autonomous human-being with emotions and needs. All her

desires to play with other children and to ask Aurelie

about boys are repressed in the face of a necessity to know

her catechism, to sit up straight, and to be well dressed

for the Governor's ball. It is this existence which prompts

Madame Rolland's insistence on black material of good

quality, her desire for a -well-groomed body, and her pre-

occupation with innocence. When Elisabeth is about to

marry Antoine,' she receives no answers to her questions

about love. The 'attitude of her aunts is put in this way:

Je te bichonne, je te coiffe, je t'envoie
a la messe'et au cateohisme. Je te cache
la vie et la mort derriere de grands

5
Thid. , 46.p.

6. .
47.Ihld. , p.
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paravents, brod~s de roses et d'oiseaux
eXotiques. 7

The use of the second person narrative voice here,

demonstrates again the fact that Elisabeth had no inde-

pendent voice as a child but rather, became a mouth-piece

for the thoughts of her mother and aunts.

Thus we can begin to see how the 'split is formed

between Madame Rolland and the first person narrative

voice. The former is a mask shaped by her aunts and her

mother to protect Elisabeth from life and death,' and to

jrepress all instincts within her. These instincts have
,,
!becomehidden or buried beneath the surface of her day to

day existence as Madame Rolland. However, by means of

the symbolic language of the dreaiu, the unconscious comes

alive, as did the ruins of the manor house, to reveal to

the reader the extent to which Madame Rolland.has become

totally alienated from her own existence as a human being.

Elisabeth's childhood is not the only factor

which determined her ~ask as Madame Rolland. Indeed,

society plays an even greater role. In reliving moments

of her past, Elisabeth cannot rid herself of the voices

testifying against her. In putting her arms around

Nelson, she says:

7 Ibid ., n. 69.
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J'ai beau savoir que Ie juge n'attend
que ce gestede moi pour orienter toute
son enquete. 8

Indeed, the judges' concern revolves entirely around

Elisabeth's relationship with Nelson. When they are to-

gether for the first time, nothing happens, much to the

relief (although feigned) of Elisabeth:

Lesjuges doivent etre bien attrapes.
Il-il'y a rien a reprendre a la 9
conduite de cette femme et decet homme.

Society judges favourably ~nly the mask of Madame Rolland

or Madame Tassy in so far as it represents a picture of
f
!the perfect wife.at church each week, surrounded by many

; well dressed children. The least suggestion of an

existence other than this provokes a judgement of guilt.

Albert Le Grand describes this society surrounding

.Elisabeth;

Dans ce monde defaussete et de 'sclerose
dort un lUOnstre qu' il faut cacher,
emmito;u££l--@r7sous 4~~ul=E-iI31-es~epai-sseur-s
devetements de nonnettes: la chair. II
faut hafr, combattre, refouler, ignorer
l'instinct de la chair devenu l'instinct
du mal. lO

Thr'oughthe technique of na.rrative voice, Anne

Hebert has succeeded in presenting a character whose image

for society is the 'nun. Her' clothes and her actions make

8Ibid . , p. 112.

9Ibid. , p. 110.

lOAlbert Le Grand, Ope cit. , p. 133.
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up the mask of Madame Rolland. By presenting the latter

in the third person narrative voice, the novelist technical-

ly separates the mask, or the conscious desire for accep-

tance by society, (seen in the second person narrative

voice) from Elisabeth herself. Although one person, she

has been divided by her family and society into three parts,

Madame Rolland, a person struggling to maintain her exist-

ence as Madame Rolland against her past, and finally,

Elisabeth herself as "je".

It is important to realize that this "je" does not

i
irepresent, in itpelf, a complete person for it has been

alienated from reality, and is living in a world of dream.

The first person narrative voice is struggling for a life

in a world which has no reality, for it is past. This

struggle is characterized, on the one hand, by a desire

to thr'ow off the mask and live, and on the other, by the

inability (due to f_ear Q£ instinct) to bedome 'a_ part of

this world of dream. Elisabeth's own background, and the

society in which 'she 'lives present obstacles'far too great

for her really to become a complete person, even within

her' dream. Thus, in the conclusion of the novel,

Elisabeth's final dream shows that her' plea for life will

always remain unanswered by a society which has buried

her instincts and which fears her thirst for life.

In her article, "La r~alit~ dans la prose dIAnne
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Hebert,,,ll Grazia Merler posits the theory that the three

narrative voices in" KamoUr"a"ska are, in effect, unrelated.

The first is Elisabeth, the second, a neuter voice

representing a chorus, and the third, an observer. Indeed,

if one does not take into account the similarity, both in

style and imagery, of these three narrative voices, as

well as their roles in presenting three aspects of one

person, one would arrive at this conclusion. In this

thesis, we hope to have disproved this theory, since it is

,obvious from the onset of the novel, that the main
,

Icharacter is schizophrenic. In his book,- The DiVid"ed" Belf,
j

"R.D. Laing describes a schizophrenic whose actions as a

child,

were ruled not by his own will but by an
alien will, which had formed itself with
in his own being; it was the reflection
of the will of his mother's alien reality
oper"ating now from a source wi thin his own
being. 12

Elisabeth, tDO, was uniy -a: IfUppet in tEe harids of her

mother and aunts. The schizophrenic cannot cope on his

own terms with reality. His great fear of losing what

little identity he has to the world outside, forces him

to divide into two parts, himself and a false self. In

KamoUra"ska, the two parts, Elisabeth and Madame Rolland,

llG' 1 .raZla Mer er, Ope Clt.

l2R . D. Laing, The Divided Self {Harmondsworth
1971),p.
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split again into various other aspects of one person,

and their interaction clearly demonstrates the schizo-

phrenic's mind. Thus, Anne Hebert has created the mind

of the schizophrenic by splitting her narration into

three parts, each of which plays its own role in the

existence of Madame Rolland.

The use of the word "role" is indeed a reality in

Kamouraska for there are constant references to the idea

of theatre. The dream itself is presented to Elisabeth

las scenes in her life from which she cannot escape.

"Trois coups" an.nounce the arrival of Nelson, and reveal

Caroline Tassy's disgust with emotion. In her dream,

Madame Rolland observes Elisabeth d'Aulnieres and Madame

Tassy acting out their parts, whereas, in Quebec CitYi

it is Elisabeth who observes Madame Rolland in her role as

a good wife and mother. There is always a spectator, and

always an actor in this nQvel; the first persDn ·na.r~ati-ve
-

voice observes the third, and the second person narrative

voice observes the first. According to Dr. Laing, the

schizophrenic is sUbject to this, for one part of him is

always observing and criticizing the other. Dr. Laing's

description of one.of his patients bears close ressemb-

lance to the mind of Madame Rolland:

Each partial system seemed to have
within it its own focus or center
of awareness
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She would refer to these diverse aspects
as "he' or 'she", or address them as
'you' .13

In this manner, she alienated from herself those parts of

her which she feared or wished to criticize. Thus,

'Madame Rolland, created completely by three aunts and

Madame d'Aulnieres, is portrayed by a third person

narrative voice to demonstrate Elisabeth's rejection of

their values and of a society which makes them the norm.

The second person narrative voice is really the voice of

society in so far as it has become, to a certain extent,

~he voice of Madame Rolland struggling to preserve her

'status in society. This voice demonstrates to what extent

Elisabeth's conscience is controlled by the views of

society, for it criticizes her desire to dream, and reminds

her that she must play the role of Madame Rolland to the

end. However, there is yet another aspect of 'this mind,

t.h.a-t-of E1-isaBet.h as SRB falls r>rey too he± ow-n vis~ons ~Il

dream. The first person narrative voice presents both the

conscious and the unconscious thoughts of Elisabeth.

Consciously she even tries to structure her dream, and

succeeds in part when she 'admits that she purposely left

the actual murder until the end. Similarly, her narration

loses credibility when she tries to maintain a certain

13R •n • Laing, 0E. cit., p. 198.
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distance 'from her 'story', as we have seen in her use of

the 'third person narrative voice. On the other hand, the

imagery and the type of vision produced in the dream are

unconscious. There seems to be a polarisation of the

conscious and the unconscious, By consciously trying to

. get out of the dream, she shows fear of the unconscious

as it presents itself in the dream. She even denies the

power of the unconscious as it slowly forces her into a

reality that Madame Rolland has repressed:

Vous vous trompez, jene suis pas 'c~lle

que vous croyez. J'ai un alibi irr§fu
table, un sauf conduit bien en regIe.
Laissez-moi m'§chapper, je suis Madame
Rolland. 14

However, she cannot escape a part of her own mind which she

has feared all her life. Madame Rolland's unconscious

thoughts and fears come alive in her dream and in her

imagery'.

We have analyz~d this aspect of M~dame Rolland to_

discover' the 'source of her guilt, and hence, the reason

why she cannot be a co.mplete person. Carl Jung defines

the conscious as the logical, rational part of one's mind,

whe'r'ea'stheunconscious is man's instinct. Both 'must have

equal rights in man's eXistence:'

14Anne H§bert, K., p. 57.
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For the sake 0.:1; mental stability and even
physiological health, the unconscious and
the conscious must be integrally connected
and thus move 'on parallel lines. If they
are 'split apart or 'dissociated' psycho
logical disturbance follows. IS

Primitive man, and to some extent children live according

to their instincts. However, man in society becomes a

rational being in danger of losing all contact with nature

and with his instincts. In society, man represses his

unconscious so as to become a social being, but in so

doing, destroys an essential part of himself. The 'dream,

then, is the only outlet for the 'unconscious; through the

dream, Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, and many other psycho-

logists have discovered the deep-rooted problems of the

mind. Indeed , it is the dream of Kanrour'aska which re-

veals Elisabeth's basic fear of sex and of committing

herself completely to li.:l;e. The society which 'produced

Elisabeth d'Aulnieres denied her the right to exist on an

emotional, instinctive level, and hence, split her person-

ality into various parts. Her final dream bears witness

to this fact. It is a plea for life in the face of a

sterile society which fears the unconscious and all its

implications.

Thus, Elisabeth's mind, split as it is into

various personalities, depending on her situation, is the

15car1 Jung, "Approaching the Unconscious"iMan and
his Symbols, (New York 1971), p. 37.
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victim of a society who has made guilt the greatest

obstacle to life ·on an emotional level. The technique

of three narrative voices successfully portrays the inter

action of several distinct parts of one mind, and bears

witnes·s to the total alienation of Madame Rolland from

her own thoughts.



CONCLUSION

The problem of guilt and the ensuing fear of life

form, an integral part of many of Anne Hebert's works; they

force many a character to flee his surroundings, and find

refuge in solitude. In L'e' 'ternps's'auva'ge, lfor example, the

entire Jancas family is forced into isolation and ignorance

by the mother, Agnes. Similarly, in L'e 'to'rrent, 2 Claudine's

,g~ilt is the source of Fran90is' solitude 'and fear of life.

Michel, in' L'es' c'hatn'bres' de bois 3 is yet another example of a

character whose guilt forces him to retreat into a world

of fantasy. The source of the guilt always lies buried in

the past, and hence, the present is characterized by a

struggle to overcome the forces of the past. Fran90is

overcame them by killing himself, and AdelaIde in La

m'er9iere'assaBcs'inee~did -so by killing those who had created

her sense of inferiority.

Into this world of guilt and sterile life, Anne

Hebert introduced the characters of Kamouraska. Many of

lAnne Hebert; Le temps sauvage (Montreal 1967).

2Anne Hebert, op. cit.

3Anne Hebert, op. cit.

4Anne Hebert 1 La merciE~rea'ssassinee in Le temps
sauvage (Montreal 1967).
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thenoveTist's. preyiousthemes remain unchanged in this novel,

as we have demonstrated oy a comparison between the attitudes

that Elisabeth d'Aulnieres, Frangois, and Michel have towards

sex. In the same manner as in the other novels or plays, the

source of guilt lies somewhere in the 'past, and slowly comes

to the surface of the present through the 'actions of the

characters.

In wha't way, then, does Kamou'ra:ska differ from Anne

Hebert's other works? The answer ,of cOurse,' lies' in the'

narrativetechriique. By means of a split in narration, Anne

Hebert has succeeded in showing not only the existence of

guilt, but also, how it affects the mind. The thr'ee ·narra-·

tive voices are external signs of an internal reality, and

as such, the' symbol of the 'schizophr'enicmind is ·trans"'""

ferred to the 'printed page itself. By this, we mean that

the symbol is no longer a word evoking a mental picture for

the reader, but. rathe-r, a mode of writingwhieh in itself

exteriorizes the mind of Madame Rolland. Thus it is that

each different part of narration represents visually one

aspect of the main character's mind. This innovation in

Anne Hebert's narrative technique involves the reader to a

much greater extent than in her other works, in the creative

process of the novel. Moreover, it demonstrates much more

clearly how the schizophrenic is created by society.

By means of narrative technique in Kamouraska,
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Anne Hebert has shown how, in the modern noyel, form produces

content. Jea'n Ricardou , 's'ununarizes'its predecessor, the

"realistic" novel', in this way:

Faisant donc de 1 'e.crivain Ie proprietaire
d' un "quelque .chose·adire", Ie dogme de
1-..t·e xpr·ess·io·n-:r·epreseri·ta·ti·on occultebien
et Ie texteset les exacts travaux qui Ie
produisent.

The third person narrative voice constitutes a traditional

aspect of "realistic" expression. Its utilisation is taken

for granted and hidden, as the reader faces an illusion of

reality, (representation). However, where an interplay of

n~rrative voices is observed, their contrasting modes of

~pression force the reader to concentrate on the use of

personal pronouns in order that meaning may be derived from

the text itself. In short, expression representing content

is replaced by expression creating meaning. Thus, Anne

Hebert, along with many other modern novelists including

Michel Butor, has created the theme of her nove~ througb

form.

Form also plays-an integral part of the novels of

Alain Robbe-Grillet. As we have mentioned in the Intro-

duction, the camera lens or the eye of the narrator sets

before the reader scenes or objects divorced from any pre-

established significance.

sJean Ricardou, Pour une theorie' du nouveau
roman (Paris 1971), p. 22.
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Unephilosophie :phenomenologique ou,exis..-:
teriti'el'le 'se donne pour tache, non pas
d'expliquer Ie monde 'ou d'eri decouvrir

"les conditions de possibilite", mais de
formuler uneex'perience du monde,' un
contact avec Ie monde qui precedetoute
pensee sur Ie monde. 6

Phenomenology has greatly influenced authors such as Alain

Robbe-Grillet. For the latter, the eye is of great impor-

tance in the creation of the narrative world. Vision is

also an es'seritial part or KaiU.'ouraska. The 'rea'der knows

only what the main character herself sees, and it is thr'ough

her visions that the narrative world is created. The'

i~portanceof vision in this novel is heighteried by the use

of cinema-like descriptions:

Depuis un instant il y
se passe du cote de la
d'eclat qui monte PEU
a mesure.

a quelque chose qui
lumiere. Une sorte
a peu et s'intensifie

Soudain, cela s'arrete et se fixe sur une
seule maison. 7

This passage, -like many others, shows the ext€n't -to wh-i-ch Anne

Hebert has followed Alain Robbe-Grillet in his attempt to

create a reality wherein nothing is certain beyond the

limited view of the narrator in contact wlth an object with-

out pre-conceived significance. Neither the theme of

6Maurice Merleau-Po,nty, quoted by Olga Bernal,
Alain' Robbe-Grill'et':le roman' d'el'ahsence (paris 1964),
p. 16.

7Anne Hebert, K., p. 50.
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jealousy in" La" j"al"oU"si.e nor 0;1; guilt in Kamouraska. are ever
• <:;; .. - -. .

stated. It is only through "examination of what exactly the

narrator is seeing, and what the reader is seeing, that the

latter can understand the theme of the novel.

Perspectives

Within the scope of literary technique, there remains

much to be studied in the novel Ka:mouraska. Although linked

to the technique of narration by its development of the theme

of; the novel, individual studies of the structure of time and
j
!

space would present" further interesting conclusions on the

theme of alienation. For example, time in the novel is re-

lated to the narrative voices, since Madame Rolland

functions in the present whereas her own mental world of

Elisabeth d'Aulnieres is nourished by the past or by the

imagination, and is in constant conflict with the present.

On the other hand, the sense of timelessness so desired by

Elisabeth in her dream as a means of escaping reality, con-

flicts with the very precise accounts of time by the

wi tnesses to the murder of" KarooUr"aska. In so far as the

narrative voices of this novel present the reader with

Elisabeth's fear of committing herself to life, a study of

time would also suggest this, for life is composed of moments

and hours, and is not eternal, as Elisabeth seems to desire.
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A study 0:1; the :structureo:l; svace 'would also eriha:nce

our concluslons 'on the 'polarization of the conscious and un-

conscious, as we have 'seen in our analysis of narrative

technique.' A ver'y inter'es'ting study of this ha's been made

on' L'e"t'O'rr'e'rit by Gilles' Houde. 8 A similar study on

Kamoura'ska would prove very valuable 'for the 'analysis of the

structure 'of 'space in this novel. The unconscious, as seen

in the visions of the'drea'm, forms the emotional and in-

stinctive 'part of Elisabeth, and seems to be closely related

to the 'country-side of Kamouraska and to Antoine 'Tassy. On

the other' hand, Madame Rolland, seen in the 'third person

narrative voice, is totally divorced from the unconscious,

and as such,' is placed with Monsieur Rolland on Rue du

Parloir, a name which in itself implies' a sterile society •

Between the unconscious of Kamouraska and the 'conscious of

Rue du Parloir, lies' Sorel, a possible mee'ting place for the

two. As we havedertionstrated, Carl Jung points Qui; t-n.e

necessity for balance between these two aspeCts of the mind.

At Sorel, George Nelson represents this combination of

instinct and logic; when Elisabeth refuses this in him, she

places herself at the mercy of her aunts at Rue Augusta, a

8Gilles Houde, "Les symboles et la structure
mythique du torrent", La Barre du Jour (octobre-decembre
1968), pp. 24-46.
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name (implying nobility1so'on to. be: ·ec"lips.ed by Rue du

Parloir and the inask of innocence" It is interesting to

note that the only place where Elisabeth ever really lived

according to her instincts was at the place of her birth,

Rue "Georges, a name 'whichis also that of her' lover. Thus,

a study of the structure of space would prove very valuable

for the further appreciation of the theme 'of" Katn·our·aska.
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